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Mike’s Auto Body Gives Back to the HFNC Community
NEWS

or 19 years, Mike’s Auto Body and its wellknown Benevolence Program has helped
many organizations and families in need
by giving away a “new” used car.

F

As in the past few years, one of our community
member’s family was given a hand up thanks to
Mike’s Auto Body. The family, along with other
deserving families from various organizations
gathered at the Antioch Body Shop for the car
presentation and an early holiday celebration..
All cars had trunks full of wrapped presents,
bikes for the children, and a year of paid insurance.
The entire program is run off donations - from the cars, to parts
and paint, to the inspections and mechanics time. Vendors, inspectors, mechanics, and insurance agencies partner with Mike’s
Auto Body throughout the year to keep this wonderful tradition
going for the community.
The generosity of this program continues year after year and we
cannot thank Sal Contreras, Dane Dearlove and the Rose Family
at Mike’s Auto Body enough. Also a huge Thank You to our Board
Member Pete Barbounis for bringing this partnership to the
Foundation, a special thanks to our local HTC social workers for
helping link us to needy families and to Dan Brown at Farmers
Insurance.

challenge for our Board is to determine who will receive the
car. “All of the applications we receive are compelling and each
family is deserving. Choosing a single one from the applicants is so
difficult,” said Pete Barbounis. “ I am really happy that my friends
at Farmer’s and Mike’s Auto Body support my hemophilia community and provide this amazing program. I think it’s pretty unique
and I look forward to it every year. I love seeing the families giving
back through volunteerism and being part of the community”.
https://www.facebook.com/MikeRosesAutoBody/

In order to qualify for a vehicle, please watch your email and our
website for instructions on how to qualify and apply. The biggest
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Dear community members, in response to the COVID-19
outbreaks across the United States, the Crab Feed is being
postponed indefinitely (new date TBD) and Family Education
Day is now postponed to October 18, still in Fresno. The Annual
Meeting that was going to take place at the Crab Feed will now
take place via conference call on April 14, 2020 at 6:30pm.
We also have confirmed that the Emerging Therapies Forum
will be taking place at Stanford on July 19. All other events are
currently operating as scheduled, including our Unite For
Bleeding Disorders Walk and Camp Hemotion! Make sure you
sign up for those!
While we are disappointed that we won’t see you all at the end
of this month, health comes first in our community. Please
make sure you are washing your hands, not touching your face,
staying away from crowded areas or events, and self-quarantining
if you are ill. If you are in need of assistance, don’t hesitate to
reach out. We are still up and running and here for you!
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What are bleeding disorders and how many people
are affected by them?
The bleeding disorders community includes more than three
million Americans who have hemophilia, von Willebrand disease,
and other rare bleeding disorders (called rare factor deficiencies).
All of these conditions prevent the blood from clotting the way
that it should, which can lead to prolonged bleeding after injury,
surgery, or physical trauma. They can even be deadly if not treated
correctly.

Did You Know?
Bleeding disorders affect women too!
More than a million women in the U.S. have a bleeding
disorder — but only 20,000 know it
Left undiagnosed and untreated, women may bleed
uncontrollably — and possibly die — during childbirth or
surgery
Early symptoms are often ignored
National Hemophilia Foundation, 4/12/19,
https://www.hemophilia.org/node/9436

The first step to improving care is recognizing the issues girls and
women with bleeding disorders face. “The bleeding symptom that
contributes the most to poor quality of life is heavy menstrual
bleeding, called menorrhagia,” says Robert F. Sidonio Jr., MD, MSc,
associate director of hemostasis and thrombosis at Emory University/Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta. Adolescent girls and young
women may miss school or work due to heavy periods, adds
Sidonio. He is a member of the CDC WWBD. Women face several
obstacles to getting a bleeding disorder diagnosis. One of the first
is that they may not recognize the problem. Chris Guelcher, MS,
APRN, PPCNP-BC, a member of the CDC WWBD and a pediatric
nurse practitioner, says family history may keep women from
seeking medical care. “Family members may have similar bleeding
issues, so symptoms aren’t recognized as abnormal.”
When they do seek help, women may discover that bleeding disorders can be difficult to diagnose, even with testing. For example,
anxiety in a patient can cause a falsely high factor level during
testing for von Willebrand disease (VWD), notes Guelcher. She
works at the Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders at Children’s
National Health System in Washington, DC. Because of this, it may
take repeated testing to reach a conclusive diagnosis. But without
an accurate diagnosis, it’s hard for healthcare providers to tailor
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their treatment approach, or for patients’ insurance to cover
them. Women may also encounter healthcare providers who view
hemophilia as a male-only disorder. In addition, some healthcare
providers may not understand or recognize unique bleeding
issues in women. A 2004 CDC survey of women with VWD found
an average of 16 years between the onset of bleeding symptoms
and diagnosis of a bleeding disorder. A 2015 needs assessment
survey by NHF and its working group showed that the average gap
was about 8 years. Any delay in diagnosis can have serious health
consequences for women. These include problems during
pregnancy and childbirth, surgeries and joint issues due to
microbleeds (bleeding from microscopic injuries in the joint).
Source: Hemaware Magazine, 4/12/19,
https://hemaware.org/mind-body/opening-doors-better-care

NEWS

Washington Days 2020 Nic DeFalco

hen we landed in D.C., I didn’t know exactly what to
expect for my first time attending Washington Days.
I knew that we would be meeting with members
of Congress, and I knew we would be talking about bleeding
disorders and the current legislation that affects our community. What I didn’t know was how many people from across the
country come together for one big day of small meetings, and
how effective it can be to share your story with lawmakers.

W

The meetings last about 10 to 15 minutes, and in this time you
talk about how bleeding disorders have affected your life, and
then ask that the congressman support the legislation that benefits our community members. You’re always with your other
team members, so you never have to go to a meeting alone
which was a huge relief for me as someone who struggles with
public speaking, so my team members and I were able to divide
the talking between us and have an easier and more natural
conversation.
It was awesome to see all the other community members in one
huge conference room when we received training for our day
on Capitol Hill, and even more awesome on the day itself when
we’re all sporting our red ties! We all learned about the bill
we’d be trying to get sponsored, and how to have an effective
meeting on the Hill.

Nic DeFalco, Jimmy Panetta, US House Representative, California’s
20th District

Continued on Page 6
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W A S H I N G T O N D AY S Continued from Page 5

I met another hemophiliac who had a very similar story to mine,
and almost the same connection to pain and loss that I have. I
didn’t know there was someone so much like me in the whole
world, and I felt like this guy had things figured out, despite
everything I knew he’d been through. That gave me hope for
myself.

Walking through the Hill is rough until you find out there’s a
subway system that takes you from one side of the Hill all the
way to the other (however, don’t bet on getting in unless you
have an official with you). We were lucky enough to have one
of the congress member’s aides take us through the subway for
one of our meetings.
Speaking of the aides, these are the people you will first meet
with and speak to before meeting any member of congress.
They are super nice and very interested in what you have to say,
making it feel like a real connection is made. And if you end up
not meeting your congressman, the aides make sure they get all
the info.
Stepping off of Capitol Hill, you feel like real change has been
made. You didn’t realize the value of meeting and connecting
with somebody who has the power to vote on these issues that
affect you and your people. In the grand scheme of things, it’s
easy for people to feel like their voice doesn’t matter. Apparently
it does matter, you just need the right people to hear it.

Maddie Wing (HFNC Jr. Board Member), Nic DeFalco, Adam Schiff
US, House Representative California’s 28th District, Dawn Pollard
(HFNC Board President) Michelle Wing
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An annual weeklong residential
summer camp
serving young
people with
bleeding disorders,
known carriers, and
their siblings.
(For ages 7 and up)

Sign Up!
Online:

hemofoundation.org
Contact:
Bryan Anderson
510-658-3324
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HFNC Local Community Resources
Autism Social Communities - Presented a session and a booth at HFNC’s 2019 Family Education Day
https://autismsocialcommunities.org/
Colburn Keenan Foundation - is a charitable organization dedicated to improving the health and well being of individuals and
families living with chronic illnesses, with priority placed on those living with bleeding disorders (pays for vehicle repairs, durable
medical equipment, etc. and has helped HFNC community members. Requires Social Worker referral) http://colkeen.org/
Danny’s Dose - sells emergency medical headrest covers and provides free of charge document templates for emergency
treatment, vehicle emergencies and emergency rooms http://dannysdose.com/
For Kids Foundation, Monterey Bay - pays for durable medical equipment and services not covered by other payers (crutches,
helmets, knee/elbow pads, therapies, etc.) Espanol https://www.forkidsfoundationmontereybay.org/
GHPP (Genetically Handicapped Persons Program) - provides no to low cost coverage for adults 21 and up with genetic conditions
including bleeding disorders - most medi-cal recipients with a bleeding disorder also have GHPP coverage - Multiple languages
https://www.dhcs.ca.gov/services/ghpp/Pages/MedicalEligibility.aspx
Helping Hands - HFA’s Helping Hands Emergency Assistance is designed to establish a rapid, non-invasive source of relief for
emergency situations or urgent needs to persons who are affected by diagnosed bleeding disorders. Each year, Helping Hands aids
hundreds of families in crisis situations with emergency/urgent funding for basic living expenses such as housing, transportation,
and utility bills.
https://www.hemophiliafed.org/our-role-and-programs/assisting-and-advocating/financial-assistance/helping-hands-emergency-assistance/
Hemophilia Council of California - advocates for our state bleeding disorders community as a whole, accepts individual reports and
complaints https://www.hemophiliaca.org/
Housing Authority Locations by County in California - rental listings, Section 8 Housing Voucher applications
https://www.hud.gov/states/california/renting/hawebsites
Kids Wish Network - Grants wishes to children 3-18 with life threatening conditions (has granted one of our community members a wish)
https://www.kidswishnetwork.org/kidz-klub/
Medical Marijuana Laws - Sacramento County Public Law Library site https://saclaw.org/articles/marijuana-laws-in-california-edl/
Parents Helping Parents Special Education - IEPs, 504’s, Individual Health Care Plans (has helped our community members with
school concerns) Espanol Parents Helping Parents San Jose Special Needs Children : Parents Helping Parents
Patient Services, Inc. - provides premium, co-pay and disability assistance through financial support and advocacy (has helped
HFNC community members) https://www.patientservicesinc.org/
Seeking Safety - research studies that pay trauma survivors (HFNC community members have participated)
https://www.treatment-innovations.org/join-our-studies.html
Whole Child Model/California Children’s Services - provides no to low cost coverage for children birth to 21 with chronic, life
threatening conditions including bleeding disorders - Multiple languages https://www.dhcs.ca.gov/services/ccs/Pages/qualify.aspx
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CONGRATULATIONS WINNERS!
HFNC recently awarded educational scholarships to three applicants.
~Here are excerpts from the winning essays~

Jonathan Zhang
Recipient of the Daniel Gallagher Memorial Scholarship
My study of genetics will help me understand not only hemophilia, but other genetic mutations. I want to
reduce genetic mutations so that people won’t suffer anymore. I have a genetic mutation called hemophilia
and basically it prevents me from doing any physical activities or jobs. When I do physical activities, I often hurt
myself and suffer a swollen ankle. In addition, when I work I tend to stand up 4-7 hours and lift heavy stuff. After that I come home
with a swollen ankle and chronic pain. I hope that my genetics degree would help find a permanent treatment for those with
hemophilia.

Robert Lo
Recipient Carolyn I. De Pauw Memorial Scholarship
In the entertainment industry, the main problems include racial inclusion, gender inclusion, and affecting the
masses. No matter what kind of show it is, either movie or TV show, there is going to be someone or a group of
people who do not like what they see. You try your best but you cannot please everybody. You try your best,
but there will always be people who do not like it at all. There is the talk of gender inclusion. Most of the movies and TV shows that
have been produced and directed have mainly been men. Many women are upset at this because they do not get the chance to
be able to direct or write movies and TV shows. There are some female directors and screenwriters but there are not a whole lot of
them in the entertainment industry. Another big issue would definitely be the amount of people who also want to be famous. There
are so many people who want to make it big in the entertainment industry and I know that my chances are slim, but I have
a chance.

Thalia Zamora
Recipient Kurt Pollard and Brett Leach Memorial Scholarship
I am currently enrolled in the Sterile Processing Technician program at Contra Costa Medical College. Once I
complete the program on April 1st, I will then have to complete a six-week externship at a hospital chosen by
my instructor. Once I complete my externship, I become a Sterile Processing Technician II. Many people believe
becoming a sterile processing technician is just doing the hospital’s “dirty work”, but it is a lot more meaningful than just cleaning.
We are the heart of the hospital. Our main job is to prevent cross contamination. We put ourselves at risk of infection by sterilizing
the surgical instruments being used on patients. Before our surgical tray makes it to the operating room, we inspect each instrument carefully for cleanliness and proper function. It then goes through the sterilizing process, and once that is complete, we pack
the surgical trays with the correct instruments needed for each procedure. Each doctor is different, so each surgical tray is assembled according to the surgery and doctor performing the surgery. There is no room for mistakes, it can cause the patient their life.
You can apply too! Please see our Scholarships page at www.hemofoundation.org for details
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CALENDAR

JAN
1/1/2020
1/14/2020
1/17/2020-1/19/20
1/16/2020-1/19/20
1/25/2020

New Years Day
Board Meeting
Family Camp
NACCHO
Board Retreat

HOME CHAPTER ORGANIZATION
Phone
Livermore, CA
Phoenix, AZ
TBD

HFNC

Hemophilia Foundation of Northern California
https://www.hemofoundation.org/
Auxiliary Fresno
Auxiliary San Jose

FEB
2/11/2020
2/17/2020
2/23/2020
2/26/2020-2/28/20
2/28/2020

Board Meeting
President’s Day
Asian Infusion
Washington Days

Phone
San Mateo, CA
Washington DC
Rare Disease Day

MAR
3/9/2020-3/12/20
3/10/2020
3/26/2020
Postponed, new date
3/1/2020-3/31/2020

Chapter Leadership
Board Meeting
HCC Health Summit
TBD Crab Feed
Advocacy Month

APRIL
4/2/2020 4/5/20
Region IX
4/12/2020
4/14/2020
4/17/2020
4/23/2020-4/26/20

YETI Conference
Torrance, CA
Easter
Board Meeting
World Hemophilia Day
HFA Symposium

MAY
5/1/2020-5/3/20
5/3/2020-5/5/20
5/5/2020
5/5/2020
5/17/20
5/25/2020

BLeaders
Future Leaders
Legislative Day
Cinco De Mayo
Unite Walk
Memorial Day

JUN
6/14/2020-6/17/20
6/13/2020-6/14/20
6/14/2020-6/20/20
6/27/2020

WFH World Congress
Kuala Lampur
Camp Hemotion Staff & Counselor Training
Camp Hemotion
Oakhurst, CA
Vine & Hops
San Francisco, CA

JUL

7/4/2020
7/19/2020
7/20/2020-7/31/20

AUG
8/5/2020-8/8/20
8/14/2020
8/31/2020

Independence Day
Emerging Therapies Forum
Staff Strategic Planning

Dallas, TX
TBD
Los Angeles, CA
Oakland, CA

Baltimore
TBD
Sacramento, CA

Oakland, CA

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
NHF

https://www.hemophilia.org/

NHF Chapters (See full list at NHF):
Hemophilia Foundation of Southern California
http://www.hemosocal.org/
HASDC Hemophilia Association of San Diego County
http://hasdc.org/
Central California Hemophilia Foundation
CCHF
https://www.cchfsac.org/
Arizona Hemophilia Association
AHA
https://www.arizonahemophilia.org/
Hemophilia Foundation of Oregon
HFO
http://hemophiliaoregon.org/
HFA
Hemophilia Federation of America
http://www.hemophiliafed.org/
Hemophilia Council of California
HCC
https://www.hemophiliaca.org/
World Federation of Hemophilia
WFH
https://www.wfh.org/

HFSC

PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
HTC

Hemophilia Treatment Centers:
Stanford University Medical Center
https://www.stanfordchildrens.org/en/service/hematology

Stanford, CA

University of California at Davis
https://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/hemophilia/

NHF BDC
HCC Policy Summit
Golf Tournament

Atlanta, GA
Sacramento, CA
Pleasanton, CA

University of California San Francisco
https://www.ucsfhealth.org/clinics/hemophiliatreatment_center/
UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital Oakland

SEPT
9/7/2020
9/17/2020-9/19/20

National Hemophilia Foundation

https://www.childrenshospitaloakland.org

Labor Day
Famlia de Sangre

Valley Children’s Hospital
https://www.valleychildrens.org/

OCT
10/4/2020
10/12/2020
10/18/2020

San Jose Color Relays
San Jose, CA
Columbus Day
Family Education Day/ WHD Celebration
Fresno

MFTC

Music for the Cause
https://www.musicforthecause.org/

NOV
11/11/2020
11/13/2020-11/15/2020
TBD
TBD
11/26/2020-11/27/2020

Veteran’s Day
The Female Factor Retreat
Petaluma, CA
Men’s Retreat
NHF Insurance Reimbursement Summit Baltimore, MD
Thanksgiving Holiday

DEC
12/1/2020
12/1/2020
12/5/2020
12/13/2020
TBD
12/25/2020

World AIDS Day
Giving Tuesday
Oakland Holiday Party
Posada
Fresno Holiday Party
Christmas Day

Oakland, CA
TBD
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The Hemophilia Foundation of Northern California (HFNC) does not endorse
any particular pharmaceutical manufacturer or home care company.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

STAFF

Dawn Pollard

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

BOARD PRESIDENT

Bryan Anderson

Peter Barbounis
VICE PRESIDENT

PLEASE NOTE: The companies whose advertisements are listed herein
have purchased this space, and are NEVER provided with members’
names, addresses or any other personal details. Paid advertisements and
paid inserts should not be interpreted as a recommendation from HFNC,
nor do we accept responsibility for the accuracy of any claims made by
paid advertisements or paid inserts.
Since we do not engage in the practice of medicine, we always recommend
that you consult a physician before pursuing any course of treatment.
Information and opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily,
those of the Hemophilia Foundation of Northern California, or those of
the editorial staff.
MATERIAL PRINTED IN THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE REPRINTED WITH
THE EXPRESS PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR. SPRING, SUMMER, FALL OR WINTER WITH YEAR MUST BE
INCLUDED.

Patty Jewett

Alona Metz

A S S O C I AT E D I R E C T O R

Ashley Gregory
E D U C AT I O N A N D A DVO C AC Y D I R E C T O R

S E C R E TA R Y

CONTACT INFORMATION

OPEN

6400 Hollis Street, Suite 6
Emeryville, CA 94608

TREASURER

Susan Kuhn
Tony Materna
Robert Seaton
Kristina ThiellsonContratto
Nancy Hill
BOARD MEMBERS

Office hours: Mon-Fri,
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
www.hemofoundation.org
infohfnc@hemofoundation.org
(510) 658-3324 phone
(510) 658-3384 fax

Hemophilia Foundation of Northern California is a 501(c)(3) non-profit.
Donations are tax-deductible, much needed and appreciated.

Visit our website at www.hemofoundation.org for important information.
Iff you
you w
would like to advertise in the next issue, please contact the foundation.
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